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Welcome
IIn this edition of Insights and Investment
Solutions magazine, read the latest market
update based on the highlights across the
Australian market over the past month.
We look at tips for creating the retirement you
want, today and seeing how your credit score
is affected by COVID-19.
Until next time – happy reading.

Walden Financial Planning
Drew Walden
0740323655
info@waldenfinancialplanning.com.au
https://www.waldenfinancialplanning.com.au/
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Market update
We look forward to 2021 being a year of recovery – both in a physical and
economic sense. January saw the continued rollout across North America,
Europe and Asia of three major vaccines, the second impeachment of former
President Donald Trump, the inauguration of President Joe Biden and the rise
of the Reddit community.
COVID-19 Outlook
As many expected would happen, January saw a rise
in COVID-19 case numbers around the world as many
gathered for the western holiday season. While much
of the northern hemisphere remains in some form of
lockdown, the spread of the virus continues. As we spoke
about last month, the vaccine role out in the US had been
slower than previously planned.
However, since the inauguration of President Joe Biden, the
daily inoculation rate was more than 1 million per day on a 7
day rolling basis by the end of January, and daily cases had
fallen significantly off the early highs of over 250,000 to
150,000 confirmed per day.
As for the UK, the highly contagious variant that was
discovered in early December continues to spread around the
country. Similar to the US, there are signs that the
vaccination program combined with lockdowns have
made a positive impact as daily case numbers have reduced
towards the end of the month. In addition,
for the first time the UK government has looked to introduce
some form of hotel quarantine, a model
we are familiar with in Australia, as well as shutting
their borders to certain countries.

Reddit
The final week of January was dominated by a ‘short squeeze’
in the US market instigated by members of a social media
discussion group Wallstreetbets, part of the greater Reddit
site.
The group of retail investors attempted to take on the
Wall Street hedge funds by targeting stocks that these funds
had large amounts of shorts in, particular one videogames
retailer GameStop.
The action drove triple-digit price gains in the shorted
companies. But the large gains prompted hedge funds to take
profit (sell or close their long positions) on other stocks to
cover potential losses. US online trading platform Robin
Hood was a key player for these traders with hundreds of
thousands of accounts being opened
by retail traders.
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To avoid a liquidity event, Robin Hood pre-emptively
restricted the level of trading in particular securities and
while not the only cause, this led to a fall in the price of
Gamestop as many margin traders were stopped out.
In the coming days, the stock has fallen from its all-time
highs but still remains well above its pre January 25 levels.

Australia
January is historically a quieter month for economic data and
company announcements in Australia. As such the RBA does
not hold its regular first Tuesday of the month meeting. Of the
available data, we saw headline CPI rise
by 0.9% (trimmed 0.4%) in the December quarter.
The result was impacted by a range of state and federal
government policies rolling off in Q3 and Q4 in particular
childcare, excises, housing and electricity. With an annual
trimmed mean rate of just 1.2%, inflation remains subdued
and below the RBA 2-3% target band.
The difficult economic conditions that we have spoken about
in previous months have contributed to the below target
inflation outcome.
The unemployment rate fell to 6.6% in December from 6.8%
in November and below market consensus of 6.7%. This was
the lowest jobless rate since April 2020. Both the full-time
and parttime unemployment rates fell, and the participation
rate increased to a 16 month high of 66.2%.
In addition to this, the underemployment rate fell by 0.8% to
8.5%, and the underutilization rate dropped 1.1% to 15.1%.
Despite some short-term lockdowns in major east coast
capital cities over the Christmas break, these are key
indicators that show individuals that have been unable to
work due to physical lockdowns are getting back out there and
finding jobs. Similarly we have seen those that have been
stood down are working more hours. The real test for
employment and the broader economy will come in March
this year when the final round of JobKeeper and JobSeeker
roll off.

Tips for creating the
retirement you want, today
Even if you don’t plan to retire until you may be eligible for the Age Pension – there
are small steps you can take now to secure your future after work. Given your
retirement could make up a large portion of your lifetime – you’ll want to enjoy it.
Get on the front foot of your retirement goals, by considering these tips:

1. Do you want to retire by a certain age?

4. Protection for the unexpected

While Australia doesn’t have an official retirement age, there
are some factors to consider when determining
what age you might stop work. You might retire when you’re
eligible for the Age Pension, or when you reach
your Preservation Age – the age when you can access
your super.

If you have insurance in your super, you may want to check if
your cover still suits you, and your family’s needs.

Your retirement age might also be influenced by your
profession, health, family circumstances, or individual
preference. The main point to remember is, the earlier
you retire, the longer you’ll be relying on your super
and savings, and the more you’ll need to have saved
to support you.

2. Add a little bit more into your super now
You could consider asking your employer about setting up a
salary sacrifice arrangement for your super. You could find,
depending on your salary, you may save on tax. Super is a
long-term relationship – the more attention you give it, the
greater the potential. Even salary sacrificing a small amount
now – like the cost of one takeaway lunch a week – can make
a difference to your super balance over the longer term.

3. Review your investments approach
Looking at how your super is invested could make a big
difference to your retirement savings goals. If you still have
many years left in the workforce, you may want to look at
what your risk appetite is, and consider a higher risk, higher
return approach to your investment strategy. A Financial
Adviser could help you work out what investment strategy
may suit your needs.
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No matter what your financial position is today, an
unexpected event can see it all unravel very quickly.
Insurance cover can help so that if there is an unforeseen
event, you and your family can hopefully continue to move
forward – and it can lessen the impact to your retirement
savings.

5. What’s on your to-do list in retirement?
It’s important to think about how you want to structure your
time when you retire, well before you leave full-time work. It’s
normal to have different views about what constitutes a
dream retirement.
Think through your expectations about travel plans, making a
sea or tree change and pursuing a hobby or
even a new business. It’s also wise to consider whether
and how you want to financially assist your children or care
for elderly relatives. Or you might want to continue working
part time, while balancing your other life interests. These
factors should be taken into account
when planning how you want to fund your retirement,
as well as the type of lifestyle you will lead.

6. Look at your debts
Will you be entering retirement debt-free? Repaying as much
of your debts as possible before you retire, can make a big
difference to your lifestyle and the funds you’ll have available
in retirement. While building your retirement savings, also
consider a plan to proactively clear your debt by using any
free cash flow to reduce the amount you owe to strengthen
your financial position. You may also want
to consider any benefits gained from rolling your debts into
one or using another provider that offers lower rates and fees.
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How is your credit score
affected by COVID-19?
While your credit score shouldn’t be affected by repayment deferrals, if you have
been impacted by COVID-19, it’s still important to find ways to maintain it in future.
If you’re one of the many Australians financially impacted by
COVID-19, who have deferred $218 billion worth of payments
this year – fear not. Your credit score is unlikely to be affected
by payment deferrals or mortgage holidays due to the current
state of the world.
While that’s good news, it’s still important to maintain
a high credit score by understanding how it’s calculated and
what you can do to maintain it in future.

So, what is a credit score?
A credit score is a number between zero and 1200 that reflects
how much money you have borrowed, the way you use credit
and your history paying off any loans and credit cards. This is
calculated based on many sources of information including:

−− Your personal details like your age, income and living
arrangements.
−− Financial information like how many loans and credit
cards you have.
−− Your bill paying history for expenses like energy
and phone bills.
−− While your credit score is a record of positive
information, such as your track record making
repayments on time and in full, it also encompasses
negative information such as late payments, court
adjudications, bankruptcies and insolvencies.
All in all, the higher the score, the better and the more likely
lenders will be to approve loan or credit card applications you
might make. The lower the score, the riskier you will be
perceived by lenders, making them
less inclined to approve your application for a loan,
which is why having a high credit score is important.

How is it calculated?
Credit bureau are responsible for consumers’ credit scores,
which are calculated across the bands below:
Excellent: 841 – 1,200
Very good: 756 – 840
Good: 666 – 755
Average: 506 – 665
Below average: 0 – 505

What is a credit report?
A credit report sits alongside your numeric credit score and
contains all the information used to determine that number.
The report includes detailed information about the way you
handle credit, such as your repayment history, as well as any
defaults or overdue payments. It also encompasses
information about your active loans and credit cards such as
their value and repayment amounts.
Be aware your credit report will include a record of any
defaults if you miss a payment valued at $150 or more that’s
overdue for more than 60 days.

What’s it used for?
Banks and other financial institutions check your credit score
and your credit report to see how likely you are to be able to
make your repayments on new loans or credit cards for which
you apply. Banks, telcos and energy companies also check this
information every time you apply for credit with them.

What might cause your credit score to drop?
There are a range of reasons your credit score could drop,
such as when you pay off a loan or cancel a credit card. While
this might be confusing, this is because lenders have less
information to assess how reliable you are at paying off debts
or assessing loan applications.
Your credit score can also drop when you successfully take
out new credit. This is because the average ‘age’ of your debt
drops with the new loan. Over time, when lenders see you
making regular payments on your new card or loan, your
credit score should increase once more. Your credit score will
also drop if you miss a payment, are routinely late making
payments, or, if you go bankrupt.
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How can I improve my credit score?
There are lots of steps to take to improve your credit score,
including:
Pay your bills and loan repayments on time, and, in full. It’s
an idea to set up direct debits so all of your obligations are
automatically paid. This could help minimise the risk of
missing a repayment and having this affect your credit score.
Don’t apply for too many new lines of credit, for instance
multiple credit cards, at the same time. Lenders can take this
as a sign you’re experiencing a cash flow crisis and need
access to money fast, which can put you in the higher-risk
category as a borrower.
Lower your credit limit. Lenders like to see borrowers using
credit responsibly by paying off their repayments
on time, and, in full.
Will my credit score be affected if I have deferred my
mortgage repayments?
Banks have allowed borrowers who have been affected
by COVID-19 shutdowns to defer loan and mortgage
repayments for up to six months. Rest assured your credit
score will not be affected if you have deferred your loan
repayments.
This means that your credit report will not include a record
that you have missed a payment as a result of deferring your
repayments due to COVID-19. However, your credit score
may be impacted if you have missed a payment on a loan or
credit card for other reasons.

What should I do if I think my credit score is
wrong?
You can take steps to correct your credit score if you think it’s
wrong. Contact the credit reporting agencies to amend details
such as your name and address. If the error involves incorrect
defaults or information on your file that is a result of identify
theft, contact your credit provider.
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Disclaimer
This publication has been compiled by Walden Financial Planning, ABN 41632750906 AFSL Advice Links Pty Ltd and is current as
at time of preparation March 2021. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Any outlooks in this
publication are predictive in character. Whilst every effort has been taken to ensure that the assumptions on which the outlooks
given in this publication are based are reasonable, the outlooks may be based on incorrect assumptions or may not take into
account known or unknown risks and uncertainties. The results ultimately achieved may differ materially from our outlooks. Material
contained in this publication is an overview or summary only and it should not be considered a comprehensive statement on any
matter nor relied upon as such. The information and any advice in this publication do not take into account your personal
objectives, financial situation or needs and so you should consider its appropriateness having regard to these factors before acting
on it. This publication may contain material provided directly by third parties and is given in good faith and has been derived from
sources believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified. To the maximum extent permitted by law: no guarantee,
representation or warranty is given that any information or advice in this publication is complete, accurate, up-to-date or fit for any
purpose. It is important that your personal circumstances are taken into account before making any financial decision and we
recommend you seek detailed and specific advice from a suitably qualified adviser before acting on any information or advice in
this publication. Any taxation position described in this publication is general and should only be used as a guide. It does not
constitute tax advice and is based on current laws and our interpretation. The tax position described is a general statement and is
for guidance only. It has not been prepared by a registered tax agent. It does not constitute tax advice and is based on current tax
laws and our interpretation. Your individual situation may differ and you should seek independent professional tax advice.
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